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Asymptotically accurate results are obtained for the average Green function and density of states
of a disordered system for a renormalizable class of models ~as opposed to the lattice
model examined previously @I. M. Suslov, Zh. E´ ksp. Teor. Fiz. 106, 560 ~1994!#. For N;1
~where N is the order of perturbation theory!, only the parquet terms corresponding to the higher
powers of large logarithms are taken into account. For large N , this approximation is
inadequate because of the higher rate of increase with respect to N of the coefficients for the
lower powers of the logarithms. The latter coefficients are determined from the
renormalization condition for the theory expressed in the form of a Callan–Symanzik equation
using the Lipatov asymptote as boundary conditions. For calculating the self-energy at
finite momentum, a modification of the parquet approximation, is used that allows the calculations
to be done in an arbitrary finite logarithmic approximation, including the principal
asymptote in N of the expansion coefficients. It is shown that the phase transition point moves in
the complex plane, thereby ensuring regularity of the density of states for all energies and
avoiding the ‘‘false’’ pole in such a way that the effective interaction remains logarithmically
weak. © 1997 American Institute of Physics. @S1063-7761~97!01401-7#
1. INTRODUCTION where S(E ,R);W22@1. The total probability P(E) of the17The problem of calculating the average Green function
that determines the density of states for the Schro¨dinger
equation with a gaussian random potential is mathematically
equivalent to the problem of a second-order phase transition
with an n-component order parameter w5(w1 ,w2 , . . . ,wn)
in the limit n!0;1,2 the coefficients in the Ginzburg–Landau
Hamiltonian
H$w%5E ddxH 12 cu¹wu21 12 k02uwu21 14 g0uwu4J ~1!
are related to the parameters of a disordered system by the
equations
c51/2m , k0
252E , g052W2a0
d/2, ~2!
where d is the dimensionality of the space, m is the particle
mass, E is the energy relative to the lower boundary of the
seed spectrum, W is the amplitude of the random potential,
and a0 is the lattice constant. ~In the following c51 and
a051.! The ‘‘wrong’’ sign on the coefficient of uwu4 leads to
the ‘‘false’’ pole problem3 and for a long time it was doubted
that an «-expansion could be constructed near a spatial di-
mensionality of d54.4 Encouraging results in this area have
been obtained recently by the author.5,6
It has been shown6 that there are two fundamentally dif-
ferent classes of models which show up in estimates based
on the optimal fluctuation method.7,8 The probability
P(E ,R) of the appearance of an energy level E,0 owing to
a fluctuation in a potential with characteristic size R has the
form
P~E ,R !;exp$2S~E ,R !%, ~3!
120 JETP 84 (1), January 1997 3-378/97/010120-resulting level E , which determines the density of states
n(E), is obtained by integrating Eq. ~3! with respect to R ,
which in the approximation of the saddle-point method re-
duces to replacing R by R0 , the minimum point for
S(E ,R). For d,4 and d.4 we have R0;uEu21/2 and
R0;a0 , respectively.5,6 For d54 ~Fig. 1!, the function
S(E ,R)5const5S0 , and the situation is close to degeneracy:
for large R the degeneracy is removed owing to the finiteness
of E and S(E ,R)2S0;E2Rd, while for small R the devia-
tion of the spectrum «(k) from quadratic is large. If
«(k)5k21bk4, then for b.0 the function S(E ,R) lies
above S0 , ensuring the appearance of a minimum at
R0;uEu21/4, while for b,0 it lies below and the minimum
is attained at R0;a0 ;6 thus, models with b.0 and b,0
yield a different asymptote for the fluctuation tail as
E!2} . For small negative E the boundary between the
two types of models shifts and is no longer sharp, so that
integrating Eq. ~3! with respect to R results in a competition
between the contributions from the minimum S1 and the
higher lying plateau S(E ,R)5S0 , whose width increases
without bound as uEu is reduced:
P~E !;n~E !;e2S11S JuEu D
a
e2S0, ~4!
where J;1/ma0
2;1. As S1 is increased the second term ~the
contribution of the plateau! becomes dominant before S1 ap-
proaches S0 . Direct integration of Eq. ~3! with respect to R
yields an exponent a51/2,6 which cannot be taken seri-
ously, since the accuracy of the method does not allow for an
estimate of the coefficient of the second exponential. The
exact value of a is 1/3 ~see below!.
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In the domain of applicability of the optimal fluctuation of k and g alone upon transforming to the renormalized
2method, the damping G , defined by the imaginary part of the
self-energy S(p ,k) for p50 ~k is the renormalized value of
k0), is proportional to the density of states n(E) and, when
the dimensionality is taken into account, can be estimated as
G;JH e2S11S JuEu D 1/3e2S0J . ~5!
The energy always enters in the combination E1iG , and in
the neighborhood of an Anderson transition uEu can be re-
placed by G . It is easily verified that the first term in brackets
is dominant when S1,3S0/4, and the second when the in-
equality is reversed. Since S(E ,R);W22,6 in the limit of
weak disorder a sharp boundary Sc53s0/4 appears between
the two types of models: for S1,Sc the optimum fluctuation
is determined by the atomic scale length and the discreteness
of the lattice is of fundamental importance, by analogy with
the case d.4. For S1.Sc fluctuations with a large radius are
important and the analysis can be carried out in a continuum
model with a quadratic spectrum; the situation is analogous
to that for the lowest dimensionalities.
The above classification of models is directly related to
the renormalizability of the theory. The Nth-order graph for
the self-energy S has momentum dimensionality kr, where
r521(d24)N . For d.4 the degree of divergence at high
momenta increases with the graph order, and the theory is
unrenormalizable;9 a cutoff parameter L must be introduced
explicitly as an indication of the significance of the structure
of the Hamiltonian on an atomic scale. For d,4 we have
r,2 at all N: when its value is deducted from each graph for
p5k50 the index r is reduced by 2 and the difference
S(p ,k)2S(0,0) contains no divergences, which are ab-
sorbed by S(0,0), and leads only to a shift in the energy
origin. For d54 the difference S(p ,k)2S(0,0) contains
logarithmic divergences which are removed by renormaliz-
ing the charge and Green function;9,10 however, it is neces-
sary to keep in mind that in the standard proofs of renormal-
izability only distances greater than L21 are considered. Of
course, scale lengths shorter than L21 do not make the
d-function contributions that are so important for L!` .
The above estimate shows that this is not always so: the
renormalizable contribution from large distances ~the contri-
bution of the plateau! is dominant only for S1.Sc ; other-
wise, it is small compared to the unrenormalizable contribu-
tion from small distances.
Therefore, there are four fundamentally different types
of theory: ~1! an unrenormalizable theory for d.4; ~b! un-
renormalizable theories under logarithmic conditions ~d54,
S1,Sc!; ~c! renormalizable theories under logarithmic con-
ditions ~d54, S1.Sc!; and ~d! theories that are renormaliz-
able with a single subtraction ~superrenormalizable! for
d,4. Cases ~a! and ~b! have been examined in Refs. 5 and 6,
respectively. In this paper we examine case ~c!, the zeroth
approximation for the 42« theory, which belongs to type
~d!.
The exponent a in Eq. ~4! can be determined from the
renormalization condition for the plateau contribution. The
contribution of the latter to the damping G , which depends
on L and the bare values for k0 and g0 , becomes a function
121 JETP 84 (1), January 1997quantities. From dimensional considerations G5k f (g),
where the function f (g) is determined mainly by the expo-
nential exp(21/ag) owing to the need to agree with the re-
sult from the optimal fluctuation method as E!2` , in
which g'g0 . Given the relationship between the renormal-
ized and bare charges,11
g5
g0
11W2g0 ln~L/k!
, W25K4~n18 ! ~6!
~K45(8p2)21 is the area of a unit sphere in four-
dimensional space, divided by (2p)4!, we have
G;k2 expH 2 1
ag0
2
W2
a
ln
L
k J
;L2S L2k2 D
2W2/2a21
expS 2 1
ag0
D , ~7!
which, given that J;L2, k25uEu,1! and a523/8p2, repro-
duces the second term of Eq. ~5!. This value of a is obtained
by a method3,12,13 employing the standard instanton solution
for d54.14
The need to correctly account for the factorial diver-
gence of a number of perturbation theories examined via
Lipatov’s method,14 according to which subsequent coeffi-
cients in the expansion in g0 are determined by saddle-point
configurations, i.e., instantons, of the corresponding func-
tional integrals, has been clarified previously.5,6 An instanton
in the Lipatov method satisfies the same equation as a typical
wave function in the field of an optimal fluctuation ~see
Chapter IV of Ref. 8!. In this way, the model classification
given above shows up in yet another fundamental guise–the
divergence of a number of perturbation theories. Unlike the
lattice models for d>4,6 the continuum models for d,4,15
and the renormalizable massless theories,14,16 applying the
Lipatov method to studies of four-dimensional models ~1!
with kÞ0 requires that certain difficulties associated with
the absence of ‘‘true’’ instantons ~Sec. 7! be overcome.
In order to obtain asymptotically accurate ~in the limit of
weak disorder! results in four-dimensional lattice models,6 in
the expansion
S~0,k!2S~0,0!5k2 (
N51
`
g0
N (
K50
N
AN
KS ln Lk D
K
~8!
it is necessary to include: ~a! the parquet coefficients AN
N
corresponding to the principal logarithmic approximation,
and ~b! for N>N0@1, the coefficients AN
0 and AN
1
, which
have the maximum growth rate with respect to N and domi-
nate the higher orders of perturbation theory. They yield a
nonperturbative contribution, which is related to the diver-
gence of the series and does not depend on the choice of
N0 . The qualitative result consists of a shift in the transition
point from the real axis into the complex plane, which leads
to regularity of n(E) in the neighborhood of an Anderson
transition and elimination of the false pole. This approxima-
tion ‘‘deteriorates’’ as S1 approaches Sc :6 ~a! the equation
for G(E) has physically meaningless solutions when
S1.Sc ; ~b! the contribution from the approximations fol-
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lowing the principal logarithmic approximation, which are
determined by coefficients AN
N2K with K;1, increases rap-
idly as S1!Sc ; and, ~c! the plateau ~Fig. 1! makes a contri-
bution whose strong energy dependence indicates a growing
role for the coefficients AN
K with K Þ 0 ~in the lattice models
the weak dependence of S1 on E makes the zero-logarithmic
contribution predominate! that becomes important for
S1'Sc . Thus, if the ‘‘highest’’ and ‘‘lowest’’-order loga-
rithms are dominant in the lattice models, then, in general, on
going to the renormalizable models the contributions from
all K become important in the sum ~8!.
In the latter case we arrive at the following statement of
the problem: let us choose an integer N0 that is large com-
pared to 1, but small compared to the large parameters of the
theory. For N,N0 we retain only the parquet coefficients
AN
N
, which are distinguished by large logarithms, in Eq. ~8!.
For N>N0 , in general, all the terms are important in the
sum over K , but the condition N@1 allows us to calculate
the coefficients AN
K in the principal asymptotic dependence
on N . The latter problem is solved in the following way: the
renormalizability of the theory, expressed in the form of the
Callan–Symanzik equation ~Sec. 2!, leads to a system of
equations for the AN
K that determines the coefficients with
K Þ 0 in terms of specified AN
0 On the other hand, the Lipa-
tov method reproduces the coefficients AN
K with small K
well, so that they can be used as boundary conditions for this
system of equations. In this way it is possible to determine
all AN
K with N@1 ~Sec. 3!, which for small g0 enables us to
find the sum in Eq. ~8! and determine the energy dependence
of the damping G ~Sec. 4!.
For calculating the density of states ~Sec. 6! it is neces-
sary to find the self-energy S(p ,k) for finite momenta,
which requires solving of the parquet equations in the prin-
cipal logarithmic approximation.6 In the present theory
S(p ,k) is the sum of a nonperturbative contribution, mainly
determined by the Lipatov asymptote, and a quasi-parquet
contribution corresponding to a logarithmic approximation
of arbitrary finite order, which allows only for the principal
asymptote behavior in N . The calculations in the next order
can be carried out with the aid of a curious modification of
the parquet approximation ~Sec. 5!.
FIG. 1. The dependence of S(E ,R) on R for E5const when d54.
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In the following we shall only be interested in logarith-
mic divergences, assuming the quadratic to be eliminated by
the renormalization k . The Callan–Symanzik equations can
be derived in the usual way,10 but we need them in a some-
what nontraditional form. Dimensional considerations imply
that a vertex G (L ,N) with N free ends and L two-line loops
~Fig. 2! can be written in the form10
G~L ,N !~pi ;k ,g0 ,L!5kd2N~d22 !/222L
3G˜~L ,N !~pi /k;g0 ,L/k!, ~9!
which allows us to proceed to examining G˜L ,N ~we omit the
tilde in the following!. Assuming that the bare charge g0 is a
function of L and introducing the renormalized charge gm
applicable to a scale m@k , in view of the multiplicative
renormalizability of GL ,N,10 we have
GR
~L ,N !S pik ;gm , mk D5ZN/2S Z2Z D
L
G~L ,N !S pik ;g0 , Lk D , ~10!
where Z and Z2 are functions of g0 and L/m . Since GR
(L ,N) is
independent of L , we have
dGR~
L ,N !/d ln L50,
which after substitution of Eq. ~10! gives the Callan–
Symanzik equation:
F ]] ln L 1W~g0! ]]g0 1S L2 N2 Dh~g0!
2Lh2~g0!GG~L ,N !S pik ;g0 , Lk D50. ~11!
The Gell-Mann–Low function W(g0) and the scaling
functions10 h(g0) and h2(g0) are defined by the equations
W~g0!5
dg0
d ln L , h~g0!52
d ln Z
d ln L ,
h2~g0!52
d ln Z2
d ln L ~12!
FIG. 2. The vertex G (L ,N) with N free ends and L closed two-line loops
studied in the renormalization theory of Ref. 10.
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and depend a priori on L/m; however, by writing the three Information on the coefficients AN
K with N@1 can beEqs. ~11! for different L and N , expressing W , h , and h2 in
terms of G (L ,N), and noting that the latter functions are inde-
pendent of the arbitrary parameter m , it is easy to confirm
that the first of them are independent of L/m .
In order to find the renormalization law for the self-
energy we use the Ward identity for the Green function
G(p ,k):
]G21~0,k!
]k0
2 5
]k2
]k0
2 5G
~1,2!~k!, ~13!
which, when integrated, yields
k0
22kc
25k2Y S g0 , Lk D[E0k2dk2@G~1,2!~k!#21, ~14!
where G (1,2)(k)[G (1,2)(pi50, g0 , L/k) and kc25S(0,0).
The function Y satisfies the equation
F ]] ln L 1W~g0! ]]g0 1V~g0!GY S g0 , Lk D50 ~15!
with V(g0)[h2(g0), which is easily confirmed by applying
the operator in square brackets to Eq. ~14! and using Eq.
~11!. Given that k0
25k21S(0,k), Eq. ~14! can be rewritten
in the form
k21S~k ,0!2S~0,0!5k2Y ~g0 ,L/k! ~16!
and a comparison with Eq. ~8! yields the following logarith-
mic expansion for Y :
Y S g0 , Lk D5 (N50
`
g0
N (
K50
N
AN
KS ln Lk D
K
, ~17!
with A0
051. Expanding the functions W and V in the series
W~g0!5 (
N52
`
WNg0
N
, V~g0!5 (
N51
`
VNg0
N
, ~18!
whose leading coefficients10 are2!
W25K4~n18 !, W352K4
2~9n142!,
V152K4~n12 !, V253K4
2~n12 !, ~19!
substituting Eqs. ~17! and ~18! into Eq. ~15!, and collecting
terms with the same powers of g0 and the logarithms, we
obtain a system of equations for the coefficients AN
K :
2KAN
K5 (
M51
N2K11
@WM11~N2M !1VM#AN2M
K21
,
K51,2,.. . ,N . ~20!
3. A STUDY OF THE COEFFICIENTS ANK
Equation ~20! is a recurrence relation that determines the
AN
K in terms of specified AN21
K21
, AN22
K21
, . . . , AK21
K21 and can
be used to express all the AN
K in terms of a single sequence
AN
0
. The coefficients WN and VN can be determined from Eq.
~20! if we specify two sequences AN
1 and AN
2 in addition to
AN
0
. Thus, the renormalizability of the theory sharply re-
duces the arbitrariness in the choice of coefficients in Eq. ~8!.
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Nth order contribution to S(0,k) has the form
k2g0
Nc2G~N1b !aN~ ln N !2g expS s ln Lk D , ~21!
where
b5
n18
3 , a523K4 , g5
n12
6 , s5
n18
3 . ~22!
Comparing this with the expansion ~8!, we obtain
AN
K5
sK
K! AN
0
, AN
0 5c2G~N1b !aN~ ln N !2g. ~23!
Whereas in the lattice models6 the Lipatov asymptote only
reproduces the zero-logarithmic and first-logarithmic contri-
butions, here it yields some ‘‘extra’’ logarithms. Formally, in
Eq. ~23! K50,1, . . . ,` , while in Eq. ~8! K<N . The reason
for this is the rapid drop in AN
K with increasing K and the
limited accuracy (;1/N) of the leading asymptote. The re-
sult ~23! can be believed only for small K , but this is enough
to use it as a boundary condition for the system of Eqs. ~20!.
Writing out Eq. ~20! for small K ,
21AN1 5@W2~N21 !1V1#AN210 1@W3~N22 !
1V2#AN22
0 1 . . .1@WN11VN21#A101VNA00,
22AN2 5@W2~N21 !1V1#AN211 1@W3~N22 !
1V2#AN22
1 1 . . .1@WN11VN21#A11 ~24!
. . . . . . . .
and assuming that Eq. ~23! is valid for AN
0
, it is easy to
confirm the factorial growth in N for all AN
K with K;1. Re-
taining only the first terms in leading order in N on the
right-hand sides of Eqs. ~24!, we obtain
AN
K5
N!
K!~N2K !! ~2W2!
KAN2K
0 ——!
K!N 1
K!
3 S 2W2a DKAN0 , ~25!
which, given that s52W2 /a ~see Eqs. ~19! and ~22!!, re-
produces the result ~23! for K Þ 0 and establishes its domain
of applicability, K!N . Retaining only the first terms on the
right of Eqs. ~24! is justified when WN and VN increase more
slowly than AN
0
,
3! which may regarded as a consequence of
the validity of Eq. ~23! for K50, 1, 2.
For K close to N and assuming that xN5AN
N and
yN5AN
N21
, . . . , we obtain a system of difference equations
from Eq. ~20!,
2NxN5@W2~N21 !1V1#xN21 ,
2~N21 !yN5@W2~N21 !1V1#yN211@W3~N22 !
1V2#xN22 , ~26!
. . . . . . . . .
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which can be solved by the method of variation of constants
N N21
where the coefficients BN
K are given by the sum of the CN
Kand used to successively determine AN ,AN , . . . . For the
parquet coefficients we have
AN
N5~2W2!N
G~N2b!
G~N11 !G~2b! , b52
V1
W2
5
n12
n18
~27!
in agreement with Ginzburg11 ~see Ref. 6!. For AN
N2K with
K;1 it is easy to identify the leading asymptote in N and
prove the following result by induction:
AN
N2K5
1
K! S 2W3W22 N ln N D
K
AN
N
. ~28!
In order to study the AN
K with arbitrary K we use the
estimate AN21
K /AN
K&1/N , which is valid for Eqs. ~23! and
~28! and is confirmed by the result for all K . Retaining the
two leading terms in N on the right of Eq. ~20!, we have
2KAN
K5@W2~N21 !1V1#AN21
K211W3NAN22
K21
,
K51,2,.. . ,N . ~29!
The principal term in N is not sufficient, since the calculation
of arbitrary AN
K from known AN
0 requires ;N iterations,
which for an accuracy ;1/N in each iteration leads to a
buildup of errors. The last terms in Eq. ~24!, which contain
WN and VN , generally give corrections ;1/N , but are
present only in the equations with K51, 2 and do not lead to
an accumulation of errors. We assume by definition that
AN
N1150, which accounts for the absence of the latter term
in the equation with K5N . Making the substitution
AN
K5~2W2!K
G~N2b!
G~K11 !G~N2K2b! AN2K
0 XN ,N2K
~30!
and noting that XN11,M-XN ,M;1/N , we arrive at the equa-
tion
XN ,M5XN21,M1
f ~M !
N XN21,M21 ~31!
with the boundary conditions
XNN51, XN051, ~32!
where the function f (M ) is defined by
f ~M !5W3W2 ~M212b!
AM21
0
AM
0 . ~33!
Equation ~31! is convenient for studying a problem with ini-
tial conditions
X0,M5fM , where fM50 for M521,22,.. . ,
~34!
where fM can be chosen so as to satisfy the boundary con-
ditions ~32!. Iteration of Eq. ~31! yields
XNM5fM1BN
1 f ~M !fM211BN2 f ~M ! f ~M21 !fM22
1 . . .1BN
Nf ~M ! f ~M21 !. . . f ~M2N11 !fM2N ,
~35!
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BN
K5(
$pi%
1
~11p1!~11p2!. . .~11pK!
, ~36!
while p1 ,p2 , . . . ,pK is a selection without replacement from
the sequence 0,1, . . . , N21. For K!N , sampling with and
without replacement are essentiallly equivalent, and we ob-
tain
BN
K'
~ ln N !K
K! , K<N . ~37!
In fact, for large N , the sum in ~35! is always dominated by
K!N , and noting that fM50 for M,0, we obtain
XNM5 (
K50
M
~ ln N !K
K!
3 f ~M ! f ~M21 !. . . f ~M2K11 !fM2K . ~38!
For the product in ~38! we have
f ~M ! f ~M21 !. . . f ~M2K11 !
5SW3W2D
K AM2K
0
AM
0
G~M2b!
G~M2K2b! ——!
M@K
~ f`!K, ~39!
where
f `5 limM!` f ~M !5
W3
aW2
5 3n114
n18 . ~40!
For M50 the boundary condition ~32! gives f051 and for
M5N@1 the sum in Eq. ~38! is replaced by an integral
which is calculated by the saddle-point method and, on com-
parison with the boundary conditions ~32!, determines fM
for M@1:
fM5 H 1,M2 f`, M50M@1. ~41!
Substituting Eq. ~41! in Eq. ~38! leads to the results
(M 05 f` ln N)
XNM5
~ ln N !M
M ! SW3W2D
M G~M2b!
G~2b!AM
0 for M!ln N ,
~42!
XNM5
~ ln M !g
Mb1b
eM0
A2pM 0
E
0
`
dx expS 2 ~M2M 02x !22M 0 D
3~ ln x !2gxb1b2 f`
for M 02M!M 0 or M.M 0 ~43!
for M 02M!M 0 or M.M 0 . ~In the first case the sum in
Eq. ~38! is determined by the term with K5M and in the
second, it is replaced by an integral.! Substituting Eq. ~42! in
Eq. ~30! reproduces the result ~28! and establishes its domain
of applicability, K!ln N. In the region M;(M 02M ),
which is not described by Eqs. ~42! and ~43!, the magnitude
of XN ,M is determined by the values of fM for M;1, which,
in turn, are determined by the coefficients AN
0 with N;1.
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